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Worksheet 5l IVT, Rolle's, MVT and Related Rates Review

. A particle moves along a horizontal line so that its position at any time r 2 0 is given by

s(r) = f -Sf +2t -7, where s is measured in meters and r in secoilds-

(a) Find the instantaneous velooity when /:4.
(b) Find the acceleration of the particle when /: 4.
(c) Find the average velocity during the first 5 seconds.
(d) At what values of r does the particle change direction? When is it moving to the left?

To the right? Justifli your answers.
(e) Find the displacement during the first 2 seconds.
(0 Find the total distance traveled during the frst 2 seconds.
(g) When is the particle speeding up? Slowing down? Justiff your answers.

(h) Where is the particle when s is a minimum?

I A 26-foot ladder leans against a building so that its foot moves away from the building at the rate of 3
ff/sec. When the foot of the ladder is l0 feet from the building, the top is moving down atthe rate of r
ff/sec where r is

2 A ladder 20 ft long leans against a house. The ladder, the house and the ground form a right triangle. Find
the rate at which the acute angle that the ladder makes with the ground is changing if the bottom of the
ladder is 12ft from the house and moving away atrate of 2filsec"

aJ Oil from an uncapped oil well in the ocean is radiating outward in the form of a circular film on the
surface of the water. Ifthe radius ofthe circle is increasing atarate of 2 inlmin, how fast is the area
growing when the radius is 100 in?

4 Find c for the Mean Value Theorem for /(.r) = x3 -l onl1,4).

5 Find c for Rolle's Theorem for /(r) = x2 -5x+4 on [1,4].

6
Findfrso that /(r) is continuous at x=: if /(x) =+= and /(3)=t

7 Water pours into a conical tank of height 10 ft. and radius 4 ft.. at a rate of 10 ft3 /min- How fast is the
water level rising when it is 5 ft. hieh?

8
Use the Intermediate Value Theorem to show that the function f (x\= xe.-' -! has a zero in the intervalJ\ / 2

[o,r].
9 Consider the equation x3 +.r + 1 = 0 . Use the Intermediate Value Theorem to show that the equation has a

solution in the interval [-a,O].
10 Use the Intermediate Value Theorem to show that the function f (*)=cosr+.r has a zero in the interval

[-z,o].



AP Calculus AB - Worksheet 3I

Find each derivative

Derivatives, Linear Approximation, L'Hopital's Rule

I f (r)= t'
2 y = h(csc3r)

3 f (r)=h(-r'?+ 3-"")
4 f (*)=sec'(zx)
5 y 

= h(xsinx)
6 !=2*'
7 Y=x2d
8 y=J* *i*i
9 cot(x+ ft)-cotxlim\/

Ir--+0 h
l0 What is the slop of the line tangent to the graph of y = e*' + x when x = rE ?

ll Approximate V76 using linearization.
12 For /("r)= x2 +2x+8, approximate f (2.9)

Answers:

l) !'(x\=3a2s" 2\ y'---3cot3x 3)/,(.r)=3;* 4) f '(*)= 6sec3 2xtanzx

5)y'=
rcosr+sln.r

JSINJ

6) y' = 1*'(tnz)sin"r 7) y'= xe'(x+2)

9) -csc2.x r0) 0
11) !2'30

t2)

f,l'd d't
dr

F 
Y = co;tu*)

b y s l*,n'(d)

c y= bec'{,+*u1



Worksheet 50 Related Rates, MVT and Rolle's Theorem

I Tbe only fimctioa that does not satis$ the Mean Value Tko:em otr the intsrral specified
is

A)f(x):x2*2xon[-3,IJ- B)f(x)=] on[1,3]'

c)f(x):t' -* **on[-1,2]. D]f(x]=*** on[-l,l].

E)f(x) =x2t3*[i,*]
2. Fiad c for the Mean Value Theorem for the fuaction (x) : x3 - 12* on [-2,2].

A) 0 B) *1
22c)*f; D)fi E) **

3.
* t 2, 

theu for what value of a is f(x) continuous at x:2?
x22

Is*
If,f(.t)={x+l'

[*'
4. .r'-l7r-.r'hnl----

r+roJaz +3r'-ll2X

5. If x2 -3.r,= 12 and ff I =A'dt 
3

when x= 7, then find
dx
dr

6. Sasd i faling into a conical pile whose radius is 10 feet u&ile its height is 4 feet, so that

3-t-is being added to the pile. The rate at which tlre heig&t of the pile is changing is
mtn

? fr when the volume is 23u f. fn this problem, the rate of l4 is best descriH as
3 SeC - fnrn

E)D)c)+
dt

A\ d,
'dt B) !!!'dt

7. tl
t ! rcla*= 4, &ea what would I Utrl -or)rk equal?

-! -t
8. A cit1llar cordcal reservoir, vertex doum, has depth 20 feet and raditrs of the top l0 ft.

Water
is leaking out so that the surface is failing at the rate of % ft/br. The rate, in cubic feet per

hour, at which the water is leaving the reservoir when the water is I feet deep, is

E)I'8r.c) l6a D, *4rA) B)

9. F6lock of ice in fu fom of a cube has one edge l0 ft long. It is melting so tlrat its
dimensiots decrmse at the rate of 1/10 ft per second. AT what rate is the volume of the

block deaeasing u&en the edge is 5 ft tong? Note: The blqck always remains in the

shape ofa cube.

A) 30f/sec B) -7 nfftgec C) -l Y,fflsrlc, D) -12 ftsec El 2Y2dlsec



10. The radius of a eifeular metal plate is at the rate of 0.01 cItrper seoond rn&en
kted. At wtat rate is fu area of the plate iucreasing when the radius is 5 cm?

E) 25rEB)l0rA) D)1,2c)r'10
ll

A puticle is moviug on fte curve of .-y - 2r-hrso *, * = -2 atall time t. At the point

$,2), *is: A) 4 B) 2 c) -4 D) I El -2

12.

t+) 4r B) 2 c,4 D)l E)2r

A balloon is being filled with helium at tbe rate of f *. The rate in square feet per

minute, at which the surface area is srben the vofure i, 32{ n' o3"

13. Find fte values of c that satisfuRolle's Theorem for (x) =x4 -x on [0,1].
3nE)\lt, i/i1c)i")i.5A)

14. The volume V(in3) of unmelted iee remaining from a melting ice cube after t seconds is

V = 2fi)0 - 4ft + O.2&. How fast is &e voltrme changiry when t: 40 secands?

A) - 26 in3/sec B) -24 in3/sec C) 120 in3/sec D) 0 in3isec E) 24 in3/s
15. If f (x): x lnx, then f "'(e) eqpals

B)0 E)+
P

q-+ D)+
*eL

Aosu/ers:
l)D 2)c 3)r 4)l/3 5)-U7 6)c 7)28 8)B
e)B l0)c ll)E 12)c 13)D 14)B ls)c


